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Hi. 
  
     My name is Amihan. I turned nineteen last
May, which means I have been studying in COLF
for eleven years. When I enrolled in COLF for
the first time, I was seven years old and excited
to be in elementary. At first, I was nervous
about moving to a new school but my
classmates were very welcoming even if they
had known each other since pre-school and did
not need to make new friends. Before class time,
we played outside in the school garden or in the
classroom, where we would play with blocks,
plastic dinosaurs, and toys that we pretended
were real pots and pans. A lot of class time was
story time and playtime. In Grade 2, we used
poker chips and plastic cups to solve beginner-
level division and multiplication problems. 
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         After the teacher read us a story, we would
be asked to reflect on the lessons we learned
from it. Most of our tasks were to draw a scene
and describe it with three to five sentences.
Before we could marker and color a task, we
would have to show the teacher our draft and
correct any spelling or grammar mistakes.  In the
task in the last page, I compared exploring the
world in the 1500s to exploring outer space. I
focused on the similarities that I found between
the two of them. Under my drawing, i explained
that both types of exploration add to the
collective knowledge of the human race and are
associated with glory and technological
advancement. 

    Some of the class projects we had were
fundraising activities that taught us how to
delegate responsibilities and work together. In
Grade 1, we managed our own sari-sari store
within the school for one day. I remember being
excited about attending to customers and giving
them their food after they paid. We also
organized days where we cooked and sold food
from storybooks that we read together as a
class in Grade 1 and 2. That type of fundraiser
was called "Cook-for-a-book". I enjoyed
participating in those fundraisers because they
made me feel useful and let me get closer to my
classmates.
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      In this task, we were asked to draw and
describe three people that had the same name as
us, but because I had only met one other Amihan in
my life, the teacher allowed me to draw two
older versions of myself, which were a botanist
and an artist. The fundamental essence of my
dream remains unchanged; I still want to make art
and study Biology, though animals interest me
more than plants now. After I graduate from
COLF, I'm going to study Biology in college and
begin writing my novel, but before I can start it, I
have to choose which one of my original stories I
want to tell first.
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       In Grade 3, I joined the middle school dance
team and met other students outside of my class
there. I did not know it then, but they would be the
people that I would spend the rest of my COLF life
 with. Dance team challenged me to be less shy
about performing in front of other people,
whether it was the small group of other children
in the dance team or the parents and friends that
would attend our school events. Dance team also
gave me another activity that I could put my
energy into aside from my academics. By the end of
Grade 4, I was acquainted enough with the children
from the other Grade 4 class that when we became
classmates in Grade 5, it was easy to become friends
with them.    

      After all the students in my batch were put
into one class, we were able to get closer to each
other. Children from the different classes started
forming newer, bigger friend groups that were the
result of two or more friend groups from the
different classes combining. I have plenty of
memories with my friends in and out of school since
upper school was the time where I started going
out with my friends more. The first sleepover that
I had with my classmates was during a close friend's
birthday party. We knew each other from dance
team, and so did everyone else in our friend group.
After dance team, we would wait for our parents to
pick us up in the milk tea shop below the dance
room. On most evenings, we would share stories and
laugh at our inside jokes. There were also nights
where we would do our homework and help each
other study.
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    Our classrooms were always colorful because
all the rooms were decorated with our tasks and
projects. Here is a section of a wall in our Grade 6
classroom with our work taped to it. My work, the
paper with the girl in the snow globe, is in the
bottom row below the black portrait paper. 

   The most memorable subject for me in upper
school was Social Studies because we started
learning about ancient civilizations during that
period. In Grade 5, Teacher Fe taught us about
Ancient China. We went on a fun field trip to Binondo
to enrich our knowledge about Chinese culture and
the Chinese settlements in the Philippines during
the Spanish Colonization. 
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      we LEARNED about Ancient Egypt in grade 6. For our
final project in social studies, my group constructed
a water table that showed what a portion of the Nile
looked like in Ancient Egypt. We commissioned a wooden
box with one side made of glass for the base. Then, we
molded the channel where the river would go and
filled the areas outside of the channel with soil and
sand. We decorated the top of the sand with plastic
plants and trees, clay houses, and paper pyramids. We
also made two boats out of fibers to place inside the
river. I remember staying in school after class to
work on the project with my groupmates. Even if it
took us weeks to finish, it was worth the time and the
effort because we had fun while we were doing it and
were proud of what we had accomplished afterwards.
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     In Grade 7, I moved to Makati Science High
School because its curriculum heavily leaned
towards science, math, and technology. I
moved back to COLF before I started Grade 8
because I missed the school, the teachers, and
my friends. When I went back, I was placed in
the same class that my old classmates from
Grade 6 were in. They were the same friends
that I had known one year ago, but it took
some time before I readjusted to being in COLF
again. 

      After I had caught up with the events that
took place over the year that I missed in Grade
7, I felt like I belonged in COLF as much as they
did. My mom convinced me to join dance team
again and I started learning about the new
partner dances that are introduced to the
students when they reach junior high school.

    junior high school also introduced me to
electives, which were extra classes that
taught us technical, language, and art skills.
each year, I chose a different elective because
I wanted to try as many as i could. Art was my
favorite elective because it gave me the
opportunity to experiment with acrylic paint.
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   This is one of the two characters that i
painted on a 15 x 20 illustration board
for my art elective. This character is
from the minds of Terry Pratchett and
Neil Gaiman. His name is Aziraphale and He
is from the book Good Omens. 
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    This painting was inspired by the
Ancient Magus Bride, which was a
show that I liked at the time for its
dark and folklorish themes.  



     The most memorable projects that we made
during junior high school were the math projects.
All the math projects we had were tactile by
design, which helped me relate the theoretical
aspect of math to its practical applications in the
real world. Each year, we would have a different
math project that we would make by hand.
Personally, the most challenging math project I
had to do was to design and create a house model.

        These are the house projects that we made
for Math in Grade 10. My house is the brown
house with the brown roof in the corner lot. 
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      This was a project that took us one
year to complete. In the first quarter, we
drafted the floor plan of our house. My
dad, who is an architect, helped me with
the layout of the house. He taught me
what rooms are usually next to each
other and how important it is to minimize
the amount of dead space in a house. 

     In the second quarter, we designed and
glued the walls of the house together.
Then we attached it to the illustration
board, which we covered in green, grey,
and black. Some students chose to paint
their illustration boards green for the
lawn. others decided to use green
construction paper. 

     In the third quarter, we made the roof
of the house out of corrugated
cardboard. In the fourth quarter, we
created the advertisements that we used
to pitch our house to the students in
other classes that posed as clients during
the Curriculum fair.          
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      Before we moved up to Grade 11, we were
asked to choose a track. I chose STEM because
Science has always been my favorite subject in
school. Biology and Chemistry were my favorite
track subjects. I appreciate all the teachers
that helped me when I was struggling with the
additional Science and Math classes. Whenever
Teacher Jen taught us a new Physics concept, I
could always see how excited she was to share
her knowledge with the class. After lessons, she
would update us about the latest Scientific
developments and ask about how we were doing
and if we were getting enough rest. 

       Teacher JF and Teacher JJ were the best Math
teachers I could have asked for. No matter how
many times I approached them because I needed
help, they were always patient with me. They
would usually guide me towards arriving at the
answer by myself but when I needed additional
help, they would always make time in their
schedule to answer my questions. 

    My favorite core subjects in senior high
school were Reading and Writing in Grade 11 and
Philosophy in Grade 12. I liked listening to
Teacher Zach share his own interpretation of a
novel or a philosopher's argument. He supported
me as a teacher by encouraging me to take
creative liberties in his subjects. Being able to
express how I really felt or thought made me
feel like i was being more genuine to myself.
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     In Grade 11, the STEM track helped
facilitate the school's annual Math and
Science fair. I partnered with Viancka to
teach the younger children how to
budget their money with a math game. The
players were given a fixed amount of
money and a card of expenses that they
had to spend on each round. Viancka and I
worked with the children's parents to
teach them how to prioritize their needs
over their wants. We also taught them
the importance of setting aside some
money after each round so that they
would have more money in the next
round. 
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      This is the printout from Utah State University
that we used to teach the students about budgeting
their money, which was represented by the number
of poker chips that we gave to them each round.
Looking back at it now, the experience exposed me
to the different values that parents want to
impart to their children. I remember one mother
stressing the significance of giving to charity and
another mother that told her son that he could
not rely on her all the time because he would have
to make decisions by himself when he got older. It
made it more apparent to me that everyone in a
child's life is responsible for raising them in some
degree, which is why i should be a good role model
to the younger children.
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     These are the title pages of two research
papers that I wrote in Grade 12. I am proud to be
the author of these papers because the topics
that I chose are important to me and the
vulnerable communities in the Philippines. For
the first research paper we had to write in
Grade 12, we had to write about the COVID
pandemic in the Philippines. I chose to focus on
how it was affecting Filipinos with diabetes, high
blood pressure, and low blood pressure in 2020. 

      For the third research paper we had to
write, I chose to write about how climate change
is affecting the local agriculture and fishing
industry in the Philippines to draw attention to
how it is disproportionally affecting developing
countries and poor communities.  
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       As my time in COLF draws to a close, I'd
like to thank all the friends and the
teachers that made my childhood happy
and full of excitement. To all the staff
members that have shown me kindness, the
teachers that treated me like one of their
own children, and the friends that always
saw the best in me, thank you. I hope that
I've touched your lives in some way too
because each of you has made me into the
person I am today. This is my love letter
to you. Thank you for everything you have
taught me. And even if this is how the book
ends, this isn't goodbye. 

sincerely, 
Amihan


